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ABSTRACT 
Longitudinal beam compression is an integral part of the U.S. 

induction accelerator development effort for heavy ion fusion. It 
occurs before final focus and fusion chamber beam transport and is a 
key process determining initial conditions for final focus hardware. 
Determining the limits for maximal performance of key accelerator 
components is an essential element of the effort to reduce driver 
costs. We outline here studies directed towards defining the limits 
of final beam compression including considerations such as: maximal 
available compression, effects of longitudinal dispersion and beam 
omittance, combining pulse-shaping with beam compression to reduce 
the total number of beam manipulations, etc. We summarize initial 
results on these limits gleaned from a survey including already more 
than 30 runs of 20-30 minutes each on our Cray computers. 

In addition, we illustrate one of several possible techniques for 
utilizing the beam compression process to provide the pulse shapes 
required by a number of targets 1' 2. Without such capabilities to 
shape the pulse, an additional factor of two or so of beam energy 
would be rehired by the targets. 

The use-»* of higher ion charge state Z >3 is likely to test 
the limits of the previously envisaged hardware for beam compression 
and final focus. A more conservative approach is to use additional 
beamlets in final compression and focus. On the other end of the 
spectrum of choices, alternate approaches might consider new final 
focus with greater tolerances for systematic momentum and current 
variations. 

INTRODUCTION 
For applications as an ICF reactor driver, a heavy-ion beam pulse 

must be longitudinally compressed by almost one order of magnitude to 
achieve the peak power required to ignite a target. This process of 
beam compression is a crucial element of an accelerator for heavy-ion 
fusion; it occurs primarily after the main phase of acceleration and 
before final focus onto target. Space-charge forces play a vital 
role in halting the compression before the final-focus lens system i 
reached. Earlier simulations are summarized in Refs. 5-7. 

•Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy 
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number 
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Here we examine the compression of a drifting heavy-ion pulse 
with the aid of particle simulations using our 2-1/2-D particle code 
Condor guided by simple models and physical estimates. Ne have made 
an initial survey of beam compression Including effects of 
magnitudes of initial velocity tilt av, , ion charge state Z, 
beam etnittances and radial dependence in the g-factor relating 
geometry to longitudinal self electric fields, realistic boundary 
conditions of an Isolated bunch as well as focusing forces that 
increase with beam compression. This includes more than 30 runs on 
our Cray computers of 20-30 minutes each. One example is 
illustrated later in Figs. 1-2. Suramary results are given in Fig. 3 
for a third of the runs. We nope that this survey can be used for 
normalizing simple models of these processes. 

We have also explored some processes for pulse shaping during 
beam compression (see Figs. 4-5). We can obtain pulse shapes like 
those required in typical targets 1* 2. 

In addition, we are engaged in a series of efforts to address 
various realistic effects of beam compression. Of particular 
interest here is the possibility that space charge forces cause 
modifications of the compressed pulse-shape, particularly for beam 
ion charge state Z >3. Additional effects such as more realism in 
transverse focusing forces and non-rectilinear beams are also being 
considered for further simulations. 

The use of higher charge states is one major initiative3'* 
towards driver cost reduction in HIF. When accompanied by the 
>300-400 TW peak-power requirements in many targets, this 
initiative is likely to test the limits of beam compression, final 
focus and reactor beam transport as outlined in previous 
investigations. 

The achievable peak power is the product of the achievable beam 
compression factor and the output power of the main accelerator. 
Attendant to the desire to push the limits of beam compression, we 
felt compelled to emphasize the maximum acceptable beam 
compression. In earlier studies acceptable compression depends 
mainly on the final momentum dispersion (<p z/p z) after compression. However the desire for high peak power with higher 
charge state ions (Z >3) can result in rapid systematic 
pulse-shape and tilt changes in a compressed pulse. This is not 
acceptable for some final focus designs. It is this additional 
limit which we use to invoke a conservative choice such as more 
beamlets (say 30-30 in specific cases). With this choice we can 
expect the requisite peak power and consider advantages such as 
certain targets with higher target gain or reduced energy ard power 
requirements as well as pulse-shape control before final focus 
(Refs. 1, 8, 9; note that higher charge state ions are also easier 
to bend). 

Alternatively, innovative final focus can be developed which can 
accommodate considerable systematic variations in momentum and 
currents in the pulse. Developing innovative possibilities such as 
Robertson lenses allow additional advantages, for example, 
combining beam compression and pulse-shaping. The pulse length 
would then continue to change even within and after final focus. 
Apart from continued beam pulse compression in length, the 



space-charge forces causing internal changes in pulse-shape are 
largely eliminated by beam neutralization. But nonlinear residual 
tilts cause easily predictable residual pulse-shaping. Control over 
the pulse nv z variations for focusing purposes is expected to be ameliorated by the low field requirements (less than kilogauss) of 
this type of lens system and the fact that only a small fraction of 
this field needs to be rapidly pulsed. With the beam being 
neutralized during the final phase of compression, the initial tilts 
nv z could also be smaller in magnitude. A spectrum of choices 
is of course to be expected in any major new initiative with 
consequences in cost reductions. 

BEAM COMPRESSION AND 2-1/2-D PARTICLE-CODE SIMULATIONS 
An accelerated beam pulse has finite extent in space and time 

(in what follows, we take the z-coordlnate as lying along the 
direction of beam propagation). Beam compression is initiated by 
pulsing the accelerating modules so that the tail end of the beam 
moves faster than the head. Especially when the variation of 
velocity Is a linear function of distance (measured fro* tfr-. ~riter 
of tie pulse), this differential velocity can be viewed as it 
velocity "tilt" in longitudinal (z, v z) phase space (see Fig. la). 

Me used a 2-1/2-dimensional LLNL version of the particle code 
Condor to produce a survey of beam compression. These simulations 
of the survey use a 18 x Z-uC beamlet of Pb ions with Z = 1, 3, 5 
allowed. The beamlet initial rms dispersions in velocity *v z approximate (1, 3, 10) x 10* m/s (values change slightly after 
particle loading). Since we use an electrostatic field solver In 
the beam frame, relativlstic and self-current effects are ignored (a 
good first approximation). Thus the actual beam velocity can vary. 
If the beamlet ions were at - 10 GeV kinetic energy, the above 
z-veloclty dispersion amounts roughly to (*p 7/p z) 0 = (1, 3 and 10) x 10 -*. Also for similar kinetic energy ions, Initial velocity tilts 
<20% are surveyed. The beam radius has the value a - 3 cm, and 
the perfectly conducting pipe has radius b = 6 cm. The boundary 
conditions at z -* ±» are approximated accurately by doubling the 
periodicity length of the simulation region in z, because the 
Green*s function falls off exponentially. The transverse quadrupole 
focusing forces are approximated by an axially symmetric radial 
electric field with simple time history E r = E 0 (1 + at) r/b. The constants E 0 and a are chosen for each simulation so that the beam radius approximates half the pipe radius. In the survey 
typically 40,000-60,000 particles are used on a 30 x 512 grid, 
representing a region 6 cm x 5 m In the r and z directions, 
respectively. The Initial line density X(z,0) is made nearly 
parabolic in this survey because the pulse shape remains relatively 
invariant in the simulations despite the high perveance of the Z = 3 
- 5 beamlets. We will discuss pulse-shape modifications later. 

We illustrate one of these simulations in Figs. 1-2, where for 
convenience of the graphics in making this figure, only a 
representative 10% of the particles are plotted. As the beam is 
compressed, a conservative factor is that we initiated the 



simulation with a near equilibrium rather than a true equilibrium, 
so that extra dispersions arise, transverse beam spread need not be 
an impediment to the longitudinal beam compression needed in 
heavy-ion fusion to increase peak power by almost one order of 
magnitude. 

Figure 3a illustrates the available compression as functions of 
tilt velocity Av z, ion charge state Z and for initial particle dispersion (*v 2) 0 = 3 x l&' m/s; Fig. 3b illustrates final 
iv z (this number is at present less accurately determined than the simulation itself). Acceptable compression depends on the type 
of final focus and the considerations of the next section. 

CHARGE STATES Z> 3 AND PULSE-SHAPE MODIFICATIONS 
According to the simple model 7 of a "cold" ID beam bunch, the 

quantity (ZegX/m) acts like the "enthalpy" of ideal adiabatic gas 
dynamics and a related equivalent "sound speed" Cc = (ZegX/m) 1' 2 

of the space-charge waves can be defined. Here (Ze) and m are 
charge and mass of beam ions; X is line charge density of beam and 
g3X/az is proportional to longitudinal electric field. 
Particularly in bunch shapes with stsep iX/iz (such as square 
pulses) our simulations confirm the approximate applicability of 
this concept even in the presence of transverse notions in the beam. 

Let us apply this sound speed concept to a beamlet pulse of 10 
GeV Pb ions and a total IB x Z-pC of charge (Z>3) distributed in 
a constant line charge density X(z). The final compressed beam 
length is • 1 n. These numbers correspond roughly to scenarios 
where with 16 beamlets we achieve -3 HO on target at -300 TW. 
Use of multiply-charged ions Z>3 shows that: if the bunch shape 
after compression is a square pulse with near zero velocity tilt, 
then it stays near that particular pulse shape for only an 
additional 20 m of bean transport. After that short distance (or 
time), "expansion wave-like" phenomena eat into the square-pulse and 
start modifying the entire pulse shape and velocity tilt in a major 
way. We have confirmed these estimates with Condor simulations. 

Since 20 meters or so is certainly shorter than the distance 
within standard final focus arrays, strong beam current and 
Ap z/p z tilt variations develop within the final focus lens system even if they were eliminated beforehand during 
pulse-compression. More beamlets than 16 is certainly the obvious 
available solution. 

An alternative with attractive features Involves application of 
innovative final focus for which concepts and experiments exist but 
where some research and development efforts are required. The final 
focus of interest must allow beamlets with systematic current and 
momentum variations to be focused onto the same spot. A possibility 
in this category is discussed in the final section. Here we point 
out further that if we were to develop such final focus, an 
additional advantage would be that it allows the combining of 
longitudinal pulse-compression and pulse-shaping into a more compact 
hardware system. Although we concentrate in the next section on 
charge state Z = 3, similar pulse-shaping processes apply to all 
relevant Z. 



A SIMPLE TECHNIQUE FOR COMBINING PULSE-SHAPING WITH BEAM COMPRESSION 
The initial shape of the charge bunch after leaving the 

accelerator and before bunch compression is likely to be a square 
pulse in longitudinal distance z (perhaps with slightly rounded 
ends). Consider the time evolution in beam compression of two pulses 
with nearly square initial shape, but with different amounts of 
initial velocity tilts; the amount of tilt or dv z/dz is directly related to the steepness of the final pulse shape X(z). 

The most obvious variation of this concept is to give the beam 
head a tilt that is less steep than that for the beam tall. This is 
done by imposing an initial tilt, shown in Fig. 4a, with two 
different slopes but with continuous v z. The initial square pulse 
evolves to the pulse shape of Fig. 4b at the time that line-charge 
density (or power) is increased by a factor of 7. This type of pulse 
shape is one that we could effectively use to drive high gain 
targets. We can, for example, compare our Fig. 4b with the pulse 
required by the target of Ref. 1 (Fig. 2a). To understand this 
comparison we must note in particular how the target sees the pulse 
reversed because the beam head reaches the target before the beam 
tail. 

The initial low power front porch of Ref. .1, Fig. 2, does not 
require pulse compression. Its effect could be included by the 
simple device of creating an initial velocity tilt which approximates 
three or more connected straight lines in (z, p z ) phase-space. The intriguing fact is that pulse-shapes of great interest to 
other types of targets could also be obtained. Another effect of 
such control by Just three linear tilts in (z,p z) space is best seen by Figs. 5a and 5b. These figures show the initial tilt and 
final pulse shape attained at 4.5-fold power amplification, given the 
accompanying initial velocity tilt of the beam from head to tail 
shown in Fig. 5&. We see that we can produce different rates of rise 
to the front porch of the pulse seen by the target. Similar 
techniques might reproduce two ramped pulses, perhaps even 
approaching the pulse shapes shown in Ref. 2 if we used multiple 
pulses of this type. 

Although our summary does not elucidate all the physics or all 
possible shapes of final pulses, many pulse shapes are technically 
passible. More complicated shapes require more linear components to 
v z(z). The use of 3 or more linear pieces of velocity tilt is 
sufficient to give flexibility to the pulse-shape for target 
requirements alone. 

CAN ROBERTSON LENS BE USED FOR FOCUSING 
HIGH CHARGE STATE HEAVY IONS? 

The collective focusing lens proposed by Robertson 1 0 has been 
developed further by Krafft 1 1. This lens is applied in a nearly 
space-charge neutralized environment while at the same time retaining 
part of the property of performance improving with increased values 
of beam ion charge Z. The low field requirement facilitates pulsed 
operation. These characteristics seem ideally suited to address the 



needs of our previous section. Furthermore, since even Z>3 might 
be possible for the main accelerator and collective lenses are not 
averse to higher Z, we have retained Z=S in the bulk of our paper 
(note that more work might also be needed on the accelerator front 
end to accommodate such high Z-values). 

Estimates based on re-examining results of Krafft 1 1 are 
centered here on the use of 10 GeV Pb ions in beamlets with rlB x Z-pC 
of charge and unnormalized omittance c - 21 imi-rad. The 
conclusion is that even with this lens working as expected 
theoretically, it is preferable to have either (i) smaller emlttance 
(by about a factor of 2) and/or (ii) more beamlets. Based on the 
above numbers the focal spot radii are somewhat large from the 
target physics point of view. A lower limit on focal-spot radius 
that is a factor of two smaller might be preferred. 

Me illustrate with three plausible cases we found. Here 
I = 25.3 m is the size of the lens and L = 5 m is the assumed 
standoff distance frc-n lens to target. For charge state Z = 3 we 
can at the moment only establish that a focal spot of 6 Km can be 
obtained with a magnetic field in lens of B = 208 gauss. With Z = 5 
and B = 161 gauss we can attain a 3 mm spot. Size of magnetic field 
is obviously not the limiting factor. The electrons will be 
coinjected at the beam velocity. Unless further studies are made, 
we simply assumed that the azimuthal electron velocity cannot be 
allowed to become relatlvistic. Also we have confirmed that 
diamagnetic effects are unimportant. 

There are many uncertainties in these alternate focusing systems 
which would require corroboration by extensive numerical simulations 
and experiments. There are also however strong incentives such as 
the promise of a much more compact final beam handling system which 
matches the more compact higher charge-state accelerator. 

SUM-WRY 
Using our 2-1/2-D particle code CONDOR, we have made a series of 

computer simulations of the beam compression process similar to 
those illustrated in Figs. 1-2. Some global characteristics of one 
third of the runs are summarized in Figs. 3a,b. Each point in these 
latter figures represent a separate simulation. 

The use of higher ion charge state Z > 3 is one method 5' 4 

towards driver cost reduction in HIF. Consideration of typical 
Z > 3 beam bunches after pulse compression suggests that the 
subsequent behavior are likely to test the maximal limits of the 
final focus process. Me might choose the conservative viewpoint of 
using > 30-50 beamlets in specific cases or might consider the 
other extreme of new final focus designs with greater tolerances for 
systematic momentum and current variations. Development of such 
final focus concepts would also allow more compact (and hopefully 
cheaper) hardware packages where the previously separate processes 
of beam compression, pulse-shaping and final focus occur as 
partially combined and nearly concurrent beam manipulations. 

We have outlined one of several of these methods which allow the 
combining of pulse shaping and beam compression operations to reduce 



the number of final beam manipulations. This process uses the 
simple technique of an initial longitudinal velocity tilt in 
(z,v z) consisting of several linear pieces as illustrated in Figs. 4-5. Me can produce pulse shapes similar to those required by a 
number of targets 1' 2. 
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Fig. 1. The (z, v z) phase space of a 2-1/2-D particle-code simulation (chosen as typical of our survey, see text): (a) at time 
t=0 (Initial velocity tilt), (b) t = 0.36 vs, (c)t = 0.72 vs 
(final compressed state). Here charge state Z=3 and Initial 
(*v,)0 = 3 x 10 4 m/s. Note that 4v, is the full height 
of frame (a) while *v z refer to half heights for example of frame (c). 

Fig. 2. The spatial positions in (r, z) coordinates of a 
representative sample of the particles in the 2-1/2-D simulation of 
Fig. 1 at corresponding times. (Plotting more points would result 
in bum-out of the photographic images). Note different horizontal 
and vertical length scales. 
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Velocity tilt A V 2 IM/SI Velocity tilt A V Z IM/SI 
Fig. 3. Achievable compression in pulse lengths and final fv z versus velocity tilt av, for different charge states Z and for 
initial longitudinal velocity dispersions (4v 2) 0 = 3 x 10* m/s. Each point in this curve is gleaned from a simulation such as illustrated 
in Figs. 1-2. Only a third of these simulations are included here 
because of space limitations. The smaller (or larger) *v ? 0 values of the rest of our survey has some corresponding effect on final 4v 2. 

Fig. 4. Combining the effects of two tilts (frame a) results in 
different ramps in the front and rear of the pulse (frame b). This pulse 
shape is like that required by the target of Ref. 1. Note that the 
target sees the pulse reversed because the beam head (larger z 
coordinate) reaches the target before the beam tail. 

Fig. 5. Pulse shape at a 4.5-fold increase of peak power when s 
particular 3-component initial tilt is chosen. This illustrates that we 
can generate a more moderate rate of rise to the front porch of the pulse 
as seen by the target. 


